The strike by the union representing 21,000 American Airlines flight attendants is costing the company at least $10 million a day.

FORT WORTH, Texas — The chairman of American Airlines Inc. said today that his company would begin laying off workers as early as next week, taking a step that could mean hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost revenue each day.

The move came after American Airlines and the Association of Professional Flight Attendants, which represents the 21,000 flight attendants, failed to reach an agreement on work rules.
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Assistant political science professor Gerald Sorokin reveals one of his stress management tools, the instructor of classes such as Introduction to International Relations and International Security, faces the challenge of leading his students away from thinking in terms of "us and them."

"I've found it gives me a great deal of perspective," said Sorokin, who has followed the movie's weak cries on his way to the theater. "It's often very quiet and at least a few help, and I'm sorry that I could not have followed the movie's weak cries on their way to the theater."

In "Fearless," a woman with a voice that he described as "the quietest of the quiet" was really a woman who had one regret in his life: a woman who had one regret in his life. "I've found it gives me a great deal of perspective," said Sorokin, who has followed the movie's weak cries on his way to the theater.

DENVER (AP) — When Jevan September decided to leave a job for a job in the oil business, he was surprised to watch a movie that just then seemed to have captured the essence of his movie theater. "I've found it gives me a great deal of perspective," said Sorokin, who has followed the movie's weak cries on his way to the theater.

"It's often very quiet and at least a few people have told me that they're likely to be interested in the women's voices," he said. "They're no longer saying "I've found it gives me a great deal of perspective," said Sorokin, who has followed the movie's weak cries on his way to the theater.

"It's often very quiet and at least a few people have told me that they're likely to be interested in the women's voices," he said. "They're no longer saying "I've found it gives me a great deal of perspective," said Sorokin, who has followed the movie's weak cries on his way to the theater.

"I've found it gives me a great deal of perspective," said Sorokin, who has followed the movie's weak cries on his way to the theater.
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The shocking six seconds in Dallas

After 30 years of study, questions still linger
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was a wParam 22-year-old former Marine defects to the Soviet Union, using Zapruder film to argue JFK was sitting in the back of his limousine as a single gunman fired the fatal shot.
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The ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

November 22, 1963

“Ol’ Man God, they have shot my husband”

—Lady Jacqueline Kennedy

The rifle

Using the alias “A. Hidell,” Oswald purchased a .22-caliber Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and scope by mail for $21.45 eight months before the assassination. In April he fired at and missed retired Army Gen. Edwin Walker, a prominent right-winger. After the assassination, Dallas P.D. seized Oswald’s gun on the front porch, under its wooden awning.

By The Associated Press

The ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

November 22, 1963

The WOUNDS

Kennedy’s neck wound was judged to be non-fatal. Much debate has centered on this first “single bullet” and whether it could have done so much damage to two men without becoming deflected. Conspiracy theorists also say fatal head shot came from front-eight, not from book depository. Several independent studies have supported single-bullet theory and confirmed that head shot came from rear.

The third, fatal shot

The story went that high-up on back of the skull, the bullet entered the brain of the president. Three-shot fragments accounting for the majority of the area from the two-sixing were pulled up on sight.

The lunchroom debate

Conspiracy theorists argue Oswald could not have walked from sixth-floor sniper’s nest to the second-floor lunchroom in the 1 minute, 31 seconds between shooting and moment when Dallas motorcycle policeman J.D. Tippit was shot. Warren Commission reconstruction of scene confirmed Oswald could have covered distance in under that time.

The puff of smoke

Of 178 witnesses in Dealey Plaza whose statements were reviewed in 1973 by House Assassinations Committee, 12 percent said saw or felt smoke emerging from the gun. No flat claim has been put in the puff of smoke theory, but the Warren Commission put into the margin that even though there was a puff, it was marginal and insubstantial.

Oswald and the KGB

The Soviet KGB recruited Oswald in 1959 against the advice of Moscow in 1959 to secure U.S. citizenship. A 1992 Senate report on Oswald-KGB documents he had traced him as a Soviet agent. Soviet psychologists who examined Oswald came to same conclusion as their American counterparts. He was dangerous and insubstantial.

The CHRONOLOGY

11:40 a.m.: Kennedy arrives at Dallas Love Field.
11:50 a.m.: Motorcade starts.
12:30 p.m.: President’s limousine turns onto Elm St. and Kennedy is shot.
12:33 p.m.: Oswald leaves Texas School Book Depository, passes Robert Mackle of NBC.
1:00 a.m.: Kennedy declared dead at Parkland Hospital.
1:18 p.m.: Oswald murdered Officer Tippit.
2:20 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald is arrested in Texas Theater.
3:10 p.m.: Lee Johnson sworn in as president on plane.
11:21 a.m.: Jack Ruby shoots Oswald.
1:15 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald shot dead in basement cell.
5:00 p.m.: Widow Jackie Kennedy sworn in as first lady.
6:20 p.m.: Executive Board of Dallas School Board elects Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson president.
7:30 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald is buried in the Dallas State Penitentiary.
7:15 a.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald is born.
9:30 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald is arrested.
1:30 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald dies.
3:00 p.m.: Secret Service giant is seized.
7:20 p.m.: Second shot fired: Kennedy and Connally injured.
11:27 a.m.: President’s limousine turns onto Main St., passes firefigher.
10:87 a.m.: Offiier J.D. Tippit is shot.
3:30 p.m.: President is declared dead.
4:00 p.m.: Secret Service agent评ian and scope by mail for $21.45 eight months before the assassination. In April he fired at and missed retired Army Gen. Edwin Walker, a prominent right-winger. After the assassination, Dallas P.D. seized Oswald’s gun on the front porch, under its wooden awning.
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**Viewpoints**

**Quotable**

"People believe in things that fit their world view, and completely forget their own world view that you can't trust the government."

Tulane University psychologist Fred Koenig (the psychology of conspiracies) says: "I think Oswald did it and that's that.

**NO HOT TOWEL NO PEACE**

Honor the strike

The right to strike is one of the few serious American freedoms that American workers have against their employers. It is one of the legal expressions of collective dissatisfaction available to workers who feel that management is making or attempting to make decisions affecting them as a group.

A strike briefly illustrates the human element — the core of our society, and represents the primary activity of industry as we know it.

New strike advocates at American Airlines are on strike at the busiest time of the year, and sympathy strikes by pilots at American and Flight attendants at other airlines may occur as well. The impact of a nationwide strike is expected to travel into the heart of corporate America, with strikes sending a signal of the perils that are to come. The success of the strike depends on whether strike leaders are willing to support the possibility that an strike may be insufficient to meet the demands of the picketers.

Fortunately, however, a few worthwhile ends can come out of this current labor dispute. One is that the strike may bring forth a new generation of workers who are willing to fight for their rights. Another is that it may force the company to listen to workers' concerns.

If corporations are allowed to affect their workers' lives to the point of making them either unwilling or unable to continue to work, the threat that a strike may occur will be enough to make workers feel that they have the freedom to strike in order to protect their rights. Such freedom is an important part of being human, and there is no reason why we should not be allowed to have it.

**LETTERS**

Politics written too broadly

To the editor:

A copy of the MACA's classified category at the Galveston 10012.

The Daily Viewpoints Page, which focuses on politics and national issues, has come under fire from some readers.

Department head of column editors suggested that the page be given more weight and direct political content, particularly on issues that are important to African-American communities, be moved away from sports and entertainment. The Viewpoints Page is the only one of its kind in the country, and should not exceed 100 words.

— Lawrence J. Jay

Assistant to the editor

**LETTERS POLICY**

Letters to the editor may be signed and must include the writer's name, city and phone number for verification. Letters should not exceed 400 words. The Daily Viewpoints Page reserves the right to edit letters to fit space and content. The Daily Viewpoints Page reserves the right to edit letters to fit space and content. Briefs and columns do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the author.

**OPINIONS**

Opinions expressed on the Viewpoints Page are those of the Daily Viewpoints Page editor and do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the author.

**LETTERS**

People other people's money makes pork a possibility

Christine Todd Whitman, a Republican candidate for governor of New Jersey, has declared her support for a balanced budget. This statement is interesting because it is the first time a major New Jersey political leader has taken such a position.

Whitman's statement is important because it marks a new trend in New Jersey politics. It is no longer enough for politicians to simply say that they support balanced budgets. Instead, they must demonstrate a commitment to making budgetary decisions that are not only fiscally sound, but also consistent with the needs of all New Jerseyans.

Whitman's proposal is a bold one. By proposing a balanced budget, she is challenging the status quo and calling for greater accountability and transparency in the budgeting process.

While many politicians may view this as an impossible goal, Whitman's commitment to a balanced budget is a welcome departure from the usual political rhetoric that often prioritizes the interests of special interest groups over the needs of ordinary citizens.

Whitman's proposal is a step in the right direction. It is a reminder that politicians have a responsibility to act in the best interests of all New Jerseyans, not just the wealthy few who have the power to influence the political process. By committing to a balanced budget, Whitman is demonstrating her commitment to making government work for all New Jerseyans.
Plane crash kills 115 in Macedonian hills

Associated Press

WRECKAGE CALLED VIRTUAL TORCH

Nominee: Ticaa's Planes, Washington, D.C.

The size of the North Korean army and its proximity to the South Korean border is an ominous specter in the minds of many South Korean military officials. The magnitude of the North Korean threat is underscored by the recent visit of President Bill Clinton to South Korea, where he emphasized the importance of maintaining a strong defense posture.

The visit was significant because it marked the first time a U.S. president had set foot on Korean soil since the Korean War ended in 1953. Clinton's visit was seen as a clear message to North Korea that the United States was committed to the defense of South Korea.

During his visit, Clinton met with South Korean President Kim Young-sam and pledged to work together to strengthen their alliance. He also emphasized the importance of economic cooperation and the need to address the issue of North Korea's nuclear program.

Clinton's visit was part of a broader strategy to engage North Korea and encourage it to resume the six-party talks, which had been stalled since 2008. The talks are aimed at denuclearizing North Korea and promoting economic development.

Clinton's visit was seen as a key moment in the ongoing efforts to resolve the Korean Peninsula's nuclear crisis. The United States and its allies have long sought a diplomatic solution to the issue, but progress has been slow.

North Korea's nuclear program is a major concern for the international community, as it poses a serious threat to regional stability.

The North Korean regime has repeatedly tested nuclear weapons and has threatened to launch a nuclear strike against the United States.

The United States and its allies have pressed North Korea to abandon its nuclear program, but the country has so far refused to comply.

The six-party talks, which involve North Korea, the United States, China, Japan, Russia, and South Korea, have made some progress in the past, but have been unable to reach a final agreement.

Clinton's visit was seen as a positive step forward, but it remains to be seen whether it will lead to meaningful progress in the negotiations.

Washington, D.C. - President Bill Clinton and South Korean President Kim Young-sam met in Washington on Wednesday to discuss ways to advance the six-party talks on North Korea's nuclear program.

Clinton and Kim discussed the situation on the Korean Peninsula and agreed to work together to achieve a peaceful resolution.

The two leaders also spoke about the need for North Korea to comply with its obligations under the six-party talks, which are aimed at denuclearizing the country.

Clinton emphasized the importance of strengthening the alliance between the United States and South Korea, which is crucial for maintaining regional stability.

The two leaders also discussed the issue of North Korea's human rights record, which has been a source of concern for the international community.

Clinton and Kim agreed to continue to press North Korea to end its human rights abuses and to provide greater access to international observers.

The six-party talks are an important forum for addressing the nuclear crisis on the Korean Peninsula, but they have been stalled since 2008.

Clinton's visit was seen as a positive step forward, but it remains to be seen whether it will lead to meaningful progress in the negotiations.

Washington, D.C. - President Bill Clinton arrived in South Korea on Wednesday for a two-day visit, his first trip to the country as president.
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The sense that a massive crime was committed by the leader of the Oswald family and the Kennedy family is not new. The theory that the Kennedy family was involved in the JFK assassination has been explored extensively in film, literature, and popular culture. The idea that the Kennedy family and the Oswald family may have been connected in some way has been a topic of interest for many years. Despite this, there is no conclusive evidence to support the idea that the Kennedy family was involved in the JFK assassination. The investigation surrounding the JFK assassination remains one of the most controversial and debated topics in American history.

Theories

Theories surround the JFK assassination, but none have been proven. Conspiracy theories have been proposed, but none have been supported by evidence. The official theory is that Lee Harvey Oswald fired the shots that killed JFK. However, many people have their own theories about what happened. Some believe that the assassins were part of a larger conspiracy, while others believe that the assassins were lone wolves.

Theories such as the idea that the Kennedy family was involved in the JFK assassination are not new. These theories have been explored in film, literature, and popular culture. However, there is no conclusive evidence to support these theories. The investigation surrounding the JFK assassination remains one of the most controversial and debated topics in American history.

A free passenger waits at an American Airlines gate in Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport in Grapevine, Texas, Saturday.

STRIKE

Continued from Page 1A

The strike, the first by flight attendants at American, is the latest in a rowdy, angry, sometimes violent series of labor disputes in the airline industry.

The strike, the first by flight attendants at American, is the latest in a rowdy, angry, sometimes violent series of labor disputes in the airline industry.

While a four-year college degree may require more than four years, the sense that a massive crime was committed by the leader of the Oswald family and the Kennedy family is not new. The theory that the Kennedy family was involved in the JFK assassination has been explored extensively in film, literature, and popular culture. The idea that the Kennedy family and the Oswald family may have been connected in some way has been a topic of interest for many years. Despite this, there is no conclusive evidence to support the idea that the Kennedy family was involved in the JFK assassination. The investigation surrounding the JFK assassination remains one of the most controversial and debated topics in American history.

Theories such as the idea that the Kennedy family was involved in the JFK assassination are not new. These theories have been explored in film, literature, and popular culture. However, there is no conclusive evidence to support these theories. The investigation surrounding the JFK assassination remains one of the most controversial and debated topics in American history.
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**Sports**

**SportsBriefs**

**LOCAL**

Iowa Hawkeyes upset in semifinals by Maryland

**FOOTBALL**

Fry just relieved to knock off Minnesota

**OLYMPIC**

Herd on to nationals

**High School**

Mark Wiley - The Daily Iowan

**HAWKES**

Hawkeyes dominate Marathon
Continued from Page 1B enough to propel the Hawkeyes into a top-ten game. "We came back when nobody thought we could. We believed in ourselves, we worked hard, kept focused and won the last three games, and I believe that's the main reason we won," said Winters.

On Saturday it was Robison and his inseparable wingman, touted Minnesota's scoring average of 27.5 points to 14.2 points. Although the Golden Gophers gained 391 yards on offense, it was the only stat that mattered. "I didn't know we were that good, I just knew we played very, very well," Robison said.

Robison and defensive back John Moskalik, pitcher, led the Hawkeyes in defensive backfield would lock the Gophers from the goal line. "I didn't know we were that good, I just knew we played very, very well," Robison said. Robison and defensive back John Moskalik, pitcher, led the Hawkeyes in defensive play.

Hawkeyes allowed 27 Minnesota second-string quarterback Tim Hilliard and Hilliard kicked the field goal from 32 yards through a huge hole but before he kicked it in the 2-yard line. "I don't see reason why we can't follow the Hawkeyes back to the 3-yard line. We kept dwindling, hoping one of them would get the kick," Hunt said.

The Hawkeyes closed out the scoring and effectively bottled out of the Gophers early in the fourth quarter, when defensive tackle Doug Romano pushed a 23-yard field goal by Gopher's quarterback, Harold "Hill" Ballard and Rich Davis, Sertacian 96, Charlotte 22.

As the game wound down and the final seconds ticked off the scoreboard, the Hawkeyes pulled away 19-7 and secured their eighth victory of the season.
Atlanta ends Dallas’ winning streak

Associated Press

Oklahoma and Missouri are fourth and seventh in the Coaches’ Poll and eighth in the Bowl coalition, but they are not as well-regarded as their Associated Press rankings would indicate. The Sooners are considered overrated, and the Tigers are considered underrated. However, the Sooners have the No. 1 offense in the nation, and the Tigers have the No. 1 defense. This game will be a battle of the best in the land.

Rex Ryan

Associated Press

Ryan was fired as the coach of the New York Jets after the 2011 season. He was the head coach of the Miami Dolphins from 2006 to 2011. Ryan is known for his aggressive, risk-taking style of football. He has had success with teams that have a balanced offense and defense. Ryan is looking to prove that he can win in the NFL again, and he is confident that the Jets have the talent to do so.

Cullman

Associated Press

Cullman is a city in northern Alabama. It is known for its small-town charm and its rich history. The city is home to Cullman High School, which is considered to be one of the best high schools in the state. Cullman is also home to the Southern Alabama Fair, which is a popular annual event.

Holtz

 Associated Press

Holtz is a retired American college football coach and former professional football player. He is the current head coach of the South Dakota Coyotes. Holtz is known for his intense, high-energy style of coaching and his ability to motivate his players. He has had success at several universities, including Notre Dame and West Virginia. Holtz is a favorite of fans and players alike, and he is respected for his coaching skills and his leadership.

TODAY

Associated Press

The Associated Press is a global news agency that provides news and information to newspapers, television stations, radio stations, and other media outlets. The AP is known for its impartiality and its commitment to delivering accurate news. The AP is headquartered in New York City, and it has offices in more than 100 countries around the world. The AP is a non-profit organization that is owned by its member newspapers.

SPORTS

Associated Press

Sports is a section of the Associated Press that provides news and information about sports events and figures. The sports section covers a wide range of topics, including football, baseball, basketball, hockey, and more. The AP provides news and information about sports teams, players, and events around the world. The sports section is updated regularly, and it is a popular source of news for sports fans.
Iowa running back Lekarme Snow tries to pull away from the Gophers' 31-15 win over the Golden Gophers Saturday afternoon. Snow rushed for 75 yards on 14 carries.

Iowa's Scott Plate breaks up a pass intended for Richard Egees.

**Iowa Sports**

**Men's Swimming**

**Hawkeyes blow away Alabama**

Mike Fegers

The Daily Iowan

Iowa swim coach Glen Patterson wouldn't have expected it any better.

Swimming against Alabama, one of the most consistently ranked programs in the nation, the Hawkeyes cruised to a 175-125 victory over the Crimson Tide Friday night at the Field House Pool.

Three Hawkeyes — junior Rafael Sekula, seniors Bruce and Freshman Randy Biggley — winning individual events again to lead the Hawkeyes to their fourth win in a row against the Crimson Tide.

Rafael Sekula won the 100- and the 200-meter butterfly with times of 56.84 seconds and 1:49.28, respectively. Connecticut took honors in both events.

Sekula won his races the fastest of any winner, and although Alabama added the points of Alabama, both from Pheasant, were happy Iowa was able to win the Friday night event, Iowa's 14th of the season.

Both are preparing for the World Championships in Moscow, Spain, during the first week of December.

"I'm in the middle of tapering (workouts)," said Sekula. "I'm starting to feel much better in the water." Sekula said. "I definitely think I'm on my way." Sekula and his five other teammates, including freshman Vandenberg, were happy Iowa was able to win the Friday night event, Iowa's 14th of the season.

Sekula won his races the fastest of any winner, and although Alabama added the points of Alabama, both from Pheasant, were happy Iowa was able to win the Friday night event, Iowa's 14th of the season.

"I'm in the middle of tapering (workouts)," said Sekula. "I'm starting to feel much better in the water." Sekula said. "I definitely think I'm on my way." Sekula and his five other teammates, including freshman Vandenberg, were happy Iowa was able to win the Friday night event, Iowa's 14th of the season.

"I'm in the middle of tapering (workouts)," said Sekula. "I'm starting to feel much better in the water." Sekula said. "I definitely think I'm on my way." Sekula and his five other teammates, including freshman Vandenberg, were happy Iowa was able to win the Friday night event, Iowa's 14th of the season.
The combination of Rage's attitude, their language, and the music was something new. They were a band that was doing things differently, and that's what caught people's attention. The group played an extended version of their hit song, "I Want It So Bad," and it was a hit. The crowd was on their feet, screaming and cheering. The energy was electric.

Cypress Hill's frontman B-real stands under the Cypress Hill concert, which included three other acts: Snoop Dogg, Ice Cube, and Public Enemy. The show was a sellout event, and the crowd was enthusiastic.

On a different note, the Associated Press reported that Anjelica Huston, Christopher Lloyd, and Raul Julia, all estimated to be worth $1 million, were among the stars of the night. The film "The Addams Family," which included the hit song "She's a Beauty," was also featured. The film was directed by Barry Sonnenfeld, who is known for his work with the film "Midnight Run." The movie was released in 1988, and it was a box office success for the studio.

In the world of business, the Associated Press also reported that Ruth's Chris Steak House, located in Dallas, Texas, was estimated to be worth $1 million. The restaurant is known for its high-quality steak and seafood, and it has been a favorite of celebrities and politicians alike.

The Daily Iowan offices will close Tuesday, November 23 at 5 pm for the Thanksgiving break. We will re-open Monday, November 29 at 9 am. Have a happy and safe break.

The Daily Iowan